Introduction
The development of computer and biological sciences has taken them to the point where the research done in one discipline heavily relies on the other. This interaction has lead to the creation of a new branch of knowledge called Artificial Life [1] . The work presented in this paper is based in an Artificial Life paradigm known as Embryonics. Embryonics is the application of concepts borrowed from molecular biology to the design of a new family of Field Programmable Gate Array devices. A multiplexer-based cell is proposed to implement any logic function expressed as a Binary Decision Diagram.
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are a graphical representation of logic functions. They have been used to simplify and analyse logic functions when traditional methods become impractical [2, 3, 4] . Hardware implementation of BDDs can be achieved using 2-1 multiplexers.
The architecture of a basic cell is presented. This description is supported by block diagrams showing in detail the constituent parts of the cell. Fault tolerance properties of embryonic arrays are investigated. Timing diagrams obtained from the simulation of practical examples are presented showing the resilience of embryonic systems to faults.
Conclusions regarding the design of the cell are presented along with some suggestions for future work.
Artificial Life and Embryonics
The term Artificial Life (ALife) was coined by C. Langton [1] to refer to life made by humans rather than by nature. Since it could be argued that man is part of nature as well, this definition has evolved and ALife has become the science which focuses on man-made systems which exhibit properties commonly associated to living beings [5] .
Life as we know it presents a set of characteristics which would be attractive in man-made systems. Selfdiagnosis, self-healing and reproduction, are only some of the more desirable properties to be transported onto our designs. A system with such characteristics would require minimum maintenance and would have very high reliability and mean time between failures. Also, these types of systems would be fault-tolerant and could be used in applications where maintenance work is either difficult, dangerous, expensive or even impossible, for example, in a satellite or a nuclear power plant.
Most of the research on the application of biological concepts to the design of engineering systems uses genetic algorithms or neural networks for solving particular problems [4, 6, 7] . Under this approach, every individual in a population of systems (software or hardware) is tested for fitness against a particular goal. The population is evolved by mechanisms such as crossover and mutation until one of the individuals performs the desired function.
A biologically-inspired system does not necessarily imply the use of genetic algorithms. [7] .
Embryonics
In any living being, every one of its constituent cells interprets the DNA strand allocated in its nucleus to produce the proteins needed for the survival of the organism, independently of the particular function it performs. Which part or parts of the DNA are interpreted will depend on the physical location of the cell with respect to its neighbours.
The aim of Embryonics is to transport these basic properties to the 2-dimensional world of cellular arrays using specifically designed FPGAs as building blocks. In any embryonic system, every one of its FPGAbased cells interprets a configuration register allocated in its memory independently of the particular logic function it performs. Which configuration register is interpreted will depend on the co-ordinates of the cell determined by those of its neighbours. Embryonic cellular arrays share the following properties with their biological counterparts [7] : 
Cellular differentiation:
Each gene is part of the global program of the cell, the genome, and the execution of a particular gene depends only on the position of the cell within the array. In other words, each cell has a copy of the genome (set or configuration registers allocated in its memory), and extract and execute the gene which configures it. In this sense each cell is universal, i.e. it can perform the function of any other cell, given the proper set of co-ordinates.
Cellular Division:
At start up all the cells are identical, i.e. either they have their memory initialised to a pre-defined value or the content of the memory is of no relevance. A mother cell, arbitrarily defined as having the co-ordinates 0,0, propagates the genome to the neighbouring (daughter) cells to the north and east. The process continues until all the cells in the arrays have a copy of the genome. Each cell will be different to the others because every one will execute one gene according to its co-ordinates. 
Fig. 1 Basic Components of an Embryonic System
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• It is highly regular, which simplifies its implementation on silicon.
• The function of the logic block can be changed without affecting the function of other blocks.
• The simplicity of a block's architecture allows its implementation using built-in self test (BIST) logic to provide self-diagnosis without excessively increasing the silicon area [7] .
Digital data are transmitted from one cell to its neighbours through a North-East-West-South (NEWS) connection. The I/O router block allows the spread of information over all the array, controlled by one section of the corresponding configuration register.
Architecture of the Cell
The following sections describe in detail each of the constituent blocks of the embryonic cell.
Memory
Each cell must have enough memory to contain a copy of the configuration register of all the cells in the array. Therefore, every cell will be able to replace any other in case of failure. For our cell a 256x20 memory was chosen. With this memory size one can build arrays of up to 16x16 cells.
On each cell the outputs of the memory will only be used internally to configure the programmable logic, therefore, a serial-input parallel-output memory was chosen to avoid the necessity of a 20-bit bus interconnecting cells. Figure 2 shows the memory system of one cell.
Setting-up an embryonic array implies two phases: One on which the co-ordinates are calculated and the genome is downloaded, and another on which the array performs the desired function. These are called the configuration and operational phases, respectively.
During configuration, memory addresses are taken from the 8-bit counter, which is incremented every time a 20-bit string is loaded. When all configuration registers have been shifted in, the mode signal changes and the calculated co-ordinates select the appropriate configuration register for each cell.
Address generator
This block calculates the co-ordinates of the cell from the co-ordinates of either its south or east neighbour. Figure 3 shows the basic architecture of this block. 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of the memory system located in each cell
To calculate its co-ordinates, each cell receives the co-ordinates generated at its east and south neighbours and increments either the row or column value of one of them depending on the state of a selection signal.
The resulting values are then presented to the north and west neighbours to enable their positions in the array to be calculated ( fig. 3a) . Figure 3b illustrates the address generation process on a 4x4 array.
Once co-ordinates have been calculated and stored in a register, they can be used to select the corresponding configuration register from the memory. In this system each co-ordinate is 4-bits wide. To construct an address, both X (row) and Y (column) co-ordinates are appended, with X as the most significant nibble and Y as the least significant one.
Logic block
The logic block performs a 2-1 multiplexer function. Its inputs can be selected from 8 possible sources. The output can be registered and fedback so that the implementation of sequential logic is possible. Figure  4 shows the architecture of this block.
In the circuit depicted in figure 4 many input-output combinations can be achieved by programming the configuration bits (labels in bold). This selection capability, in conjunction with the I/O router, allows the implementation and interconnection of binary decision diagrams of any size, as long as the number of cells in the array is sufficient. 
Input/output router
In a conventional cellular array the output generated by a particular cell can only be propagated to the nearest neighbours. In a embryonic array the I/O router provides additional paths so that information can be propagated not only to the nearest neighbours, but also to more distant ones. Figure 5 shows the way information is routed in this block.
Close inspection of figure 5b shows the various paths any input can follow. This is achieved by using tristate buffers to connect four inputs to a single output line. Tristate buffers are controlled using selection lines generated by 2-4 decoders. In figure 5b, labels in bold represent the selection bits stored in the configuration registers. NOUT is the output coming from the corresponding functional block.
Error-detection and error-handling
When a fault is self-detected by any of the cells the process of reconfiguration begins. References on diagnostic techniques and BIST logic can be found in [8] and [9] .
Any cell detecting a self-failure issues a non-OK signal to all its neighbours, and they propagate this signal along the row and column of the affected cell. When a cell receives a non-OK signal from one of its neighbours, it becomes transparent for the address-calculation process, i.e. the cell transmits the addresses received from its neighbours without modification. Unaffected cells recalculate their co-ordinates and consequently select a new configuration register. Figure 6 presents an embryonic array when all its cells are fault-free (6a) and when one of the cells has failed (6b). Notice that when reconfiguration occurs, coordinates are changed following a diagonal direction. 
Examples
In order to explore the embryonic thesis, two simple applications are developed. The first example uses our basic cell to construct a 4x4 embryonic array which is configured to perform a voter function similar to those used in three-module redundant (TMR) systems [10, 11] .
The logic function that represents the voter is f(A,B,C)= AB + AC + BC This function is also called the majority function since it delivers the value held by the majority of its inputs. Figure 7 shows the BDD for the voter function and its implementation using multiplexers.
Three multiplexers are enough for a non-redundant implementation of the voter. To implement a redundant version using embryonic arrays it is necessary to observe the following conditions:
1) The array must have the same number of cells per side, i.e. only squared arrays are used.
2) There must be one spare row and one spare column for each failing cell to be tolerated.
3) The first row and column in the array cannot be used to implement the desired function because they cannot be replaced by any spare if a cell fails on them, therefore the first row and column are not considered when calculating the number of cells per side.
Following these guidelines the minimum size for an embryonic array able to implement a 3-input voter function tolerating one failed cell is 4x4.
During normal operation, all cells are programmed to propagate signals following a diagonal path. This is achieved by sending west inputs through north outputs, and south inputs through east outputs in every cell of the array, as shown in figure 8 .
Transparent cells select a configuration register which makes them propagate signals in the horizontal and vertical directions instead of the diagonal. When a failure occurs the array looses one row and one column. Figure 9 shows the final implementation of the voter. Bold arrows indicate the flow of information. Note that propagation of the output signal also follows the diagonal direction. Labels correspond to those in figure 7b . The highlighted cells were programmed to implement the circuit. One advantage of this system over conventional implementations is that the output could be routed through several cells so that the value of f is presented at more than one output pin simultaneously, and because cells can perform selfdiagnostics, a correct output could always be selected.
Our second example is the implementation of a 2-bit up-down counter. Figures 10 and 11 show the development of the counter from its transition table specification to its final implementation in a 5x5 embryonic array.
Fig. 10 2-bit up-down counter a) Transition table; b) BDD; c) Implementation using multiplexers
Labels in figure 11 correspond to those in figure 10c . 
Fig. 11 Up-down counter in embryonic array
The implementations shown are one of many possible configurations. Other ways for routing signals or distributing the function among the cells can be tested by changing the configuration registers accordingly. Embryonic arrays offer a flexible platform to investigate the behaviour of array-based systems such as cellular automata and systolic arrays.
Results
The system was simulated using the WorkView Plus platform from ViewLogic. Figure 12 shows simulation results for the voter circuit proposed. Labels OK11, OK21 and OK22 correspond to selfdiagnosis signals in the corresponding cells. A logic 0 on these signals indicates a failing cell.
A, B and C are the inputs to the voter and f is the output, as shown in figure 9 . The eight possible combinations of three inputs were tested and in every case the output of the system was consistent with the expected results when faults were simulated. Figure 13 shows simulation results for the counter.
In figure 13 , signal U/D' is the ascending/descending control input. OK11 corresponds to the diagnosis output of cell 1,1. Notice that when OK11 goes to logic 0, there is a time interval on which the output of the counter is not reliable just before returning to normal behaviour. This is due to the reconfiguration process being carried out. 
Conclusions and Future Work
A detailed description of the architecture of a cell aimed to implement embryonic arrays has been presented. The implementation of simple circuits using embryonic arrays was given to show the fault tolerant properties of these biologically-inspired systems. Embryonic arrays can also be used as a general purpose tool to investigate the properties of cellular automata and array-based systems.
It has been shown that embryonic arrays posses fault-tolerant properties suitable for systems where high reliability is required. It is possible to optimise both the architecture of the basic cell and the reconfiguration process to minimise the amount of spare resources needed. For example, if the address calculation mechanism is changed to allow the substitution of the first row and column in the array, then the size needed to implement the voter could be reduced to 3x3 [12, 13] .
